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§ The importance of ulcerative colitis (UC) is progressively increasing in the
health systems of developed countries. Despite the influence of UC on
patients’ quality of life, little is known about their satisfaction with clinical
management, or with associated drug treatment (1-3).

§ Regarding drug treatment, the main expectation of patients is to achieve
control of the symptoms of their disease. However, many patients perceive
poor control of symptoms, a concern that is added to the occurrence of short
and long-term side effects as their disease progresses. This feeling of
helplessness leads them to think they will not recover the quality of life they
had before diagnosis (4).

§ So, knowing the perception and satisfaction that patients have about the
management of their disease, it will allow designing strategies aimed to
improve patients’ quality of life and promoting adherence and treatment
effectiveness.

§ The profile of the patients included in the discussion group are shown in Table 1.

§ A qualitative research study was designed, which was conducted in a discussion group (DG)
performed with eight CU patients. A descriptive-interpretative content analysis was performed to
detect emerging categories, building an explanatory framework.

§ The inclusion criteria for an UC patient were:
- Age over 18 years,
- UC duration of at least 1 year,
- In remission according to Mayo index criteria (5) (with no increased stools above their
usual
frequency, no blood in stools, and normal according to the physician’s judgment),

- Disease course pattern of mild-to-moderate disease according to the physician’s judgment
- With maximum of a one yearly relapse
- Who had never taken biologics, or corticosteroids in the past year.

§ The heterogeneity was ensured by selecting different UC profiles using the following variables:
severity, time since onset, follow-up level of care, currently on treatment, managed by a UC care
unit, patients belonging to any patient association and gender.

§ The speech of the DG was recorded and transcribed literally, assuring the confidentiality and
anonymity of the participants. The transcription was analyzed using the Nvivo 8.0 program,
coding the speech in order to detect emerging dimensions.

§ In parallel to the data collection and analysis process, a process of triangulation, discussion,
and comparison of results was carried out. This allowed the reliability of the study and to ensure
that saturation of the speech was reached with the GD conducted. The results were compared
with the available literature to verify the validity and consistency of the results.

§ The UC patient needs care on demand to prevent symptoms worsening and
leading to greater work problems, social isolation, and emotional overload.

§ It is important developing strategies to facilitate care on demand, remote
care, and to investigate effective and safe treatments to minimize the
detriment to quality of life of patients.

§ These strategies should ensure immediate care for patients with UC and,
together with effective and safe treatments, minimize the occurrence of
relapses and achieve remission

§ The aim of this study is to understand perceptions, attitudes, experiences,
and satisfaction with clinical management of UC patients, particularly in
aspects related to treatment.

. Frequency and proportion of mentions of emerging aspects in speech

§ The most frequent mentions are related to diagnostic process, follow-up and
treatment (Table 2).

§ Diagnostic delay was detected due to lack of clinical suspicion from primary care (PC)
and delayed diagnostic tests.

§ Patients prefer to receive care on demand, channeled through remote care, which

. Profile of discussion group participants

helps to resolve questions about UC, issues with treatment, or when a relapse occurs, and minimizes visits to the hospital.

§Patients with moderate UC diagnosis perceive some training lacks in PC physicians about management of symptoms, although, in general, they declare their satisfaction with
follow-up both in PC and specialist care.

§When forced to go to the emergency room, they are quite dissatisfied with management, due to the delay in providing symptoms resolution, mainly related to inadequate
knowledge of UC management. To avoid this, patients suggest the possibility of receiving care on demand from a specialist in UC.

§ In relation to treatment, patients expect it to be effective, reducing symptoms. Secondly, treatment should be safe, minimizing short and long-term side effects.

§ Regarding to treatment characteristics that patients would like to improve, they mention a reduction in the number of doses and tablets per day, and an increased number of
tablets per box.
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